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Introduction 

On May 30, 1844, Cuban Military Commission judges 

sentenced Antonia, a domestic slave on the Buena Esperanza 

coffee plantation in the Matanzas district, to be executed for 

attempting to murder her owner, Pedro Domench, with 

“poisonous dust” in the Conspiracy of La Escalera (the 

Ladder).1 The plot, punctuated by a series of rebellions across 

western Cuba in November 1843, had been influenced by 

several processes in the early nineteenth century, including 

the Haitian Revolution, the abolition of slavery in the British 

Caribbean, the expansion of slavery in Cuba, and numerous 

uprisings by slaves and free people of color in the colony. To 

suppress the revolts, Cuban authorities arrested over 4,000 

people and formally charged more than 1,800 individuals, the 

majority of being men of African descent. Hundreds died 

during interrogations, and the Military Commission 

condemned thousands to execution, banishment, and 

imprisonment.2 Although officials implicated dozens of 

women in the Conspiracy of La Escalera, trial records listed 

Antonia as the only woman out of 78 free people of color and 

slaves to receive a death verdict. But, in reality, she was not 

alone. At least two other slave women, Fermina and Carlota, 

were also executed for leading revolts on neighboring 

plantations.3 The general participation of women of African 

descent, however, has been otherwise obscured within both 

the contemporaneous and historiographical literature on the 

Escalera rebellions.  

The roles of female insurgents represented a small, 

somewhat hidden, element in the uprisings. In the official 

records authorities linked at least 32 other women of African 

descent to the revolts.4
 For instance, Antonia’s name does not 

appear in the Military Commission documents until session 11 

in which she is one among 98 individuals being sentenced.5 

Listings of the punishment categories compiled in the 

twentieth century referenced her under “executions 

(including one black woman),” but offered no information on 

her legal status as enslaved or free, nor her name or her 

alleged crime.6 Nevertheless, the violent suppression of the 

rebellions, followed by the colonial government’s wave of 

arrests, torture, and death prior to the trials and sentencing, 

suggests that far more women may have been involved than 

previously thought.  

The cursory acknowledgement of Antonia’s execution 

in connection to the Conspiracy of La Escalera and the 

ungendered accounts of most insurgents accent the silencing 

of women and the uncritical privileging of men in the 
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uprisings. The plight of female rebels calls for a deeper 

investigation into how women of African descent responded 

to the conditions of chattel servitude and the risks they were 

willing to take towards overthrowing slavery. Using the 

Military Commission records from Matanzas as a window into 

slave rebellion and repression in mid nineteenth-century 

Cuba, this article explores black women in the Escalera revolts 

and the consequences of their actions as dictated by the 

colonial Cuban state. I contend that despite the multiple 

inequalities they suffered based on race and gender, enslaved 

and free black women were active, albeit disparate, 

participants in the Escalera revolts to overthrow slavery and 

Spanish rule. In many instances, they elected to violently 

subvert the slave system. At other times, they pursued justice 

within the colonial legal structure to recoup their losses. 

Situating these women as insurgents reveals how they claimed 

power for themselves in both rural and urban locales. It also 

sheds light on how the state perceived women’s involvement 

in the conspiracy, and how the penalties could mirror or 

deviate from those of men. By highlighting the range of 

accusations and verdicts imposed on women of color, I 

demonstrate how their behavior, networks, and legal 

understandings influenced rebellion and colonial retribution in 

nineteenth-century Cuba.  

This study joins the expanding scholarship that seeks 

to lift women out of the historically ungendered quagmire of 

slave rebellion. Recent works by Mary Kemp Davis, Aisha 

Finch, Karla Gottlieb, Bernard Moitt, and Teresa Prado-

Torreira have placed black women and their actions squarely 

within the framework of slavery and agitated resistance in the 

Caribbean region.7 Moreover, because the Conspiracy of La 

Escalera has been the subject of extensive scholarly debate 

over whether or not the conspiracy (or conspiracies) was real 

or fabricated, a new perspective exploring the gendered 

dynamics of the insurgency is needed.8 In this volume, 

Matthew Pettway and Jacqueline Grant examine how men of 

African descent forged their own definitions of self in 

opposition to the colonial Cuban state’s perception of black 

men as powerless. Similarly, this essay expands our 

understanding of gender by engaging the levels of women’s 

involvement in the Escalera rebellions as expressions of 

individual agency in collective resistance in both urban and 

rural landscapes. In doing so, I scrutinize the revolts as sites 

synonymous with male power only, and shed light on the 

complex networks that connected slaves and free people of 

color, male and female, in the struggle to end slavery and 

colonial authority in Cuba.   

Women and Rebellion: From Mythical Figures to Formidable 

Rebels 

Despite the development of studies about African-

descended women, both slave and free, there remains a 

dearth of information on their roles in colonial rebellions. This 

can be attributed to both the scarcity of sources and the fact 

that men dominated the planning and execution of these 
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episodes. However, as Verene Shepherd has noted, it is 

misleading to conclude that only male insurgents took part in 

armed slave resistance.9 Shepherd focused specifically on 

colonial Jamaica, but her assessment rings true for much of 

the Americas, especially during the wave of slave rebellions 

from the late eighteenth to the mid nineteenth centuries. The 

Haitian Revolution’s prolonged and powerful example of 

forced emancipation inspired the enslaved and provoked fear 

among planter elites. Within the first half of the nineteenth 

century, authorities violently suppressed major rebellions in 

Virginia (1800 and 1832), Barbados (1816), Demerara (1823), 

Jamaica (1831), Brazil (1835), and Cuba (1812, 1835, and 

1843).10 However, as asserted by Gywn Campbell, Suzanne 

Miers, and Joseph C. Miller, “Scholars have conventionally 

focused on revolt as the ungendered slave reaction to 

exploitation. This emphasis on violence has heightened the 

not fully merited attention given to male slaves.”11  

The unconscious privileging of men in slave 

insurgencies is reflected both in the historical evidence and 

scholars’ interpretations. Referencing African traditions, some 

historians have emphasized how customs transferred to the 

Americas maintained definitions of men as political leaders 

and warriors, and women as dominating the so-called 

nonviolent, domestic realm. These cultural understandings 

and the isolated locales of rural plantations worked to 

circumscribe women’s participation in armed revolt.12 Indeed, 

as noted by Doug Egerton and James Sidbury in their studies 

of the Virginia rebellion in 1800, the leader, Gabriel Prosser, 

“chose no women” for his inner circle, not even his wife, 

Nanny. In this instance, the involvement of women was 

virtually invisible.13 Similarly, works on slave revolts and 

conspiracies in the Caribbean and South America occurring in 

the first half of the nineteenth century brought few women to 

light for their contributions as rebels. Nevertheless, the social 

and political realities of European encroachment in Africa, the 

horrors of New World slavery, and the limits of freedom also 

worked against these explanations for the assumed absence 

of agitated female resistance. 

A variety of accounts challenge the portrayal of women 

as passive actors in the midst of armed aggression. For 

example, as early as 1729, the West African Kingdom of 

Dahomey (present-day Benin) organized women as soldiers 

during an attack on Whydah (also in present-day Benin), 

perhaps as a military tactic to enhance the size of the royal 

army.14 By 1764, during warfare between Dahomey and the 

Kingdom of Asante (present-day Ghana), historian Robin Law 

emphasized that Dahomey had become “notorious for 

employing regiments of female soldiers drawn from among 

the king's wives.”15 A few years later Robert Norris, an English 

slave trader, witnessed a parade in Dahomey that included “a 

guard of ninety women, under arms, with drums beating” 

followed by “six troops of seventy women each,” and a final 

group of “seven troops of fifty women.” In all, this totaled 860 

female soldiers.16 African-born former slave Olaudah Equiano 
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echoed these depictions in his autobiography published in 

1794. He characterized the women of his homeland as 

“warriors” who “march[ed] boldly out to fight along with the 

men.”17 In the early nineteenth-century, British Captain John 

Adams wrote of West African women, particularly the Ibo, as 

‘equally mischievous and ferocious’ as men. These examples 

suggest that West African women had an established practice 

of group resistance, against both European and African 

aggressors.18
   

Increasingly throughout the late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries, historical documents recorded the 

efforts of African-born and creole women to violently subvert 

slavery. In the French Caribbean, female rebels in Saint 

Domingue comprised a portion of the insurgent troops who 

guarded weapon caches for leaders Toussaint Louverture and 

Jean Jacque Dessalines. In Guadeloupe, they carried weapons, 

ammunition, messages, food, and other supplies to the 

battlefield, and formed part of the forces that fought against 

French combatants.19 In Cuba’s 1812 Aponte rebellion, 

authorities detained 32 women of color, including 16 listed as 

free and 11 slaves, eight of whom were African-born.20 In 

Puerto Rico, records noted Marcelina and María Concepción 

as the only women among 61 slaves arrested in connection to 

a thwarted conspiracy in Bayamón in 1821.21 As Joaõ José Reis 

has asserted for Brazil’s 1835 Muslim revolt, despite religious 

traditions that excluded women from taking part in ritual 

practices, Brazilian slave society made male followers of Islam 

inevitably “obliged to make concessions to its female sector.” 

In this case, an enslaved woman named Emereciana (the lover 

of rebel leader Dandará), along with over 300 predominantly 

male slaves and freedmen, had been seen taking part in a 

ceremony distributing Muslim “rings like a general decorating 

meritorious recruits.”22 Examples of women as guards, 

messengers, soldiers, and leaders reveal multiple levels of 

intervention as they endured dangerous and deadly 

circumstances in the bid to destroy the slave system. In the 

context of slavery and agitated resistance, women could be 

just as formidable as men.   

Moreover, as Jane Landers and Charles Beatty-Medina 

have noted in their respective works on resistance and 

maroon communities, “women had to be almost mythical or 

supernatural figures” to be recognized for their agency in 

colonial insurgencies.23
 Queen Nanny of the eighteenth-

century Jamaica Maroons has emerged as one of the most 

prominent examples of a female rebel leader. Scholars have 

depicted Queen Nanny, an African-born woman of Akan 

ethnicity, as the military, cultural, and religious head of the 

Jamaican Maroons as they battled the British from 1725 to 

1740. Myths and oral traditions detail Queen Nanny’s 

extraordinary abilities and the use of “supernatural powers” 

to slay or outsmart her adversaries.24 For the early 

nineteenth-century Caribbean, scholars have recognized 

Nanny Grigg as the “revolutionary ideologue” of the 1816 

uprisings in Barbados. Historical accounts characterized her as 
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an educated and informed woman who advocated a Haitian-

style rebellion to obtain freedom.25 Certainly, the recognized 

leadership of both of these Nannys, in contrast to the one in 

Virginia, can be seen as exceptional in the broader context of 

slave revolt in the Americas.26 It is more revealing, however, 

to consider their involvement as one end on a spectrum of 

agitated female resistance. For every woman who led a revolt, 

thousands more contributed to individual and coordinated 

acts of sabotage.  

Women, like their male counterparts, suffered 

extreme consequences for their rebellious activities. Records 

for the British Caribbean cite instances in Barbados (1686) and 

Antigua (1736) in which authorities executed female slaves 

who revolted.27
 After the Aponte rebellion in Cuba (1812), 

officials had Caridad Echevaria, a free woman of color, put to 

death for her defiant actions. Others indicted in the Spanish 

colony suffered a combination of brutal physical pain followed 

by imprisonment, such as Isabel Infante, who was condemned 

to endure 150 lashes and six years in prison.28 After being 

charged with participating in uprisings in Martinique in 1831, 

an unnamed enslaved woman was sentenced to 29 blows with 

the whip.29 In Brazil, authorities ordered Emereciana, a female 

slave, to receive 400 lashes for joining in the 1835 revolt.30 

Although executions occurred less frequently for female 

insurgents, officials made few gendered distinctions when 

passing out prison terms and whippings to suppress rebels. On 

his visit to Cuba in the early 1830s, British military captain 

James Edward Alexander observed inmates of all hues in the 

Havana prison, which included a separate section for 

women.31 These examples of agitated resistance, colonial 

accusations, and penalties ranging from whipping to capital 

punishment indicated that the state readily considered 

women as frightening and mistrustful as men in their 

opposition to slavery.32
  

 

Women and Cuba’s Conspiracy of La Escalera 

Despite British-Spanish treaties abolishing the slave 

trade in 1817 and 1835, planters in Cuba imported over 

180,000 enslaved Africans between 1831 and 1840 to supply 

the expanding sugar industry. The demand for female slaves 

over the nineteenth century, particularly in Havana’s urban 

market, ultimately resulted in women comprising 51 percent 

of slave sales.33  Furthermore, according to 1841 census data, 

two years prior to the Escalera revolts, women of African 

descent represented 23 percent of the total population, and 

their male counterparts comprised 35 percent of island 

inhabitants.34 These figures suggest that women had become 

an increasingly important feature of Cuban slave society, 

which may have contributed to the varied rebel positions 

ascribed to them in historical materials.     

In 1843, uprisings peppered various regions of Cuba. In 

March an estimated 1,000 enslaved workers set fire to crops 

and buildings on five sugar plantations in the Matanzas region 

in the west.35
 Revolts in the east, near Santiago de Cuba, broke 
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out in May. Rebels destroyed property and left numerous 

planters, overseers, and their families dead or wounded. News 

reports, which spread from New Orleans to Philadelphia and 

New York City, claimed that these rebellions “had been much 

more extensive and deeply organized” than previous 

outbreaks.36 Smaller revolts soon returned to the western 

sugar region, dotting the tropical landscape in the summer 

and early fall. As the population of African descent grew 

bolder in its violent, collective protests, each episode 

heightened colonial tensions over slave rebellion and the fear 

of “another Haiti.”   

The final wave of uprisings set the stage for the most 

infamous response to slave revolt in colonial Cuban history. In 

November, male and female rebels swept through Matanzas 

for several days destroying sugar estates, and killing and 

injuring landowners. Matanzas planter Esteban Santa Cruz de 

Oviedo linked the disturbances to a larger plot. A woman 

named Polonia Gangá, an African-born slave and concubine to 

Santa Cruz de Oviedo, testified that she eavesdropped on 

discussions of the planned uprising in the slave quarters. For 

revealing the plan, she received her freedom and 400 pesos.37
 

Using Polonia Gangá’s testimony, along with additional 

evidence acquired through coercive methods, investigating 

authorities invoked slaves’ testimonies as proof of a 

conspiracy led by free blacks, in alliance with slaves and British 

abolitionists.38 Armed with their version of the truth, Cuban 

officials embarked on an intense period of repression to quell 

the November rebellions.   

From January to early April 1844, black residents and 

foreigners endured excessive searches, incarcerations, 

interrogations, trials, and abuses. One observer remarked that 

in some places the streets were “running with negro blood.”39 

Officials crisscrossed their jurisdictions torturing and extorting 

confessions from the African-descended population, and 

seizing furniture, cattle, and other property from free people 

of color. The combined rebellions and the ensuing repression 

became known as the Conspiracy of La Escalera – the 

Conspiracy of the Ladder – named for the instrument of 

torture; the accused were tied to the ladder and whipped until 

they confessed to their complicity or named others involved in 

the plot.   

As one of the few women mentioned by name in the 

historical literature on the Escalera rebellion, Polonia Gangá 

represented assumptions about female passivity. However, 

like all slave testimony in the Escalera trials, Polonia’s 

information was most likely derived under duress. Sexual 

abuse ran rampant on all three of Santa Cruz de Oviedo’s 

plantations; he had fathered over twenty-six enslaved 

offspring. His cruel and exploitive sexual power gave slaves, 

particularly women, sufficient reason to plot revenge.40 

Although Polonia Gangá emerged as an informant against 

other bondsmen and women, her forced intimacy with Santa 

Cruz de Oviedo, fear of violent reprisal from her owner, and 
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an opportunity to obtain freedom may have heavily informed 

her testimony. Given her harsh treatment as chattel and 

concubine, she chose to acquire personal freedom and profit, 

even at the expense of other slaves.41 Her act of betrayal and 

self-preservation suggests additional perspectives for 

understanding the motives of women in uprisings. Most often, 

however, black women were rarely singled-out in relation to 

the Escalera rebellions. Rather, they comprised the mass of 

insurgents, without distinction or analysis.  

Scrutinizing the available, yet fragmented data, 

however, disputes portrayals of women as bystanders of 

rebellion. They often held essential positions in the Escalera 

uprisings. In mid March 1844, Cuba’s Military Commission 

began 71 rounds of sentencing for more than 3,000 people. 

These records list the names, alleged actions, and penalties of 

over three-dozen enslaved and free women of color in 

connection to the conspiracy. Although they do not typify the 

mass of people jailed or sentenced, the women who appear in 

the historical records shed light on the diversity of their actual 

or suspected involvement, and the colonial perceptions of 

them as persistent threats to the colony. By centering black 

women in the turbulent age of rebellion, they can be assessed 

more thoroughly as critical agents in efforts to destroy the 

slave regime.    

Three women in particular stood out among the 

sentencing records:  Antonia, Clotilde and María del Pilar 

Poveda. As noted in the opening of this article, authorities 

accused Antonia of conspiring with three men to poison their 

owner. Officials also implicated another woman named 

Clotilde. Twelve witnesses testified that Clotilde, a Cuban-born 

slave, had directed the burning of La Purísima Concepción 

Echeverría sugar plantation, and three also claimed she had 

been selected to kill the overseer’s wife.42 In addition, judges 

asserted that María del Pilar Poveda, a free woman of color, 

had purposefully allowed one of the conspiracy leaders, her 

son-in-law Plácido, a celebrated Cuban poet, to hold meetings 

in her Matanzas home. The magistrates insisted that she 

“could not have ignored the plan and its ramifications.”43 

These allegations demonstrate that all three women, and 

many more, defied lingering stereotypes of enslaved and free 

women of color as submissive or unconcerned with radical 

resistance.   

The legal and social status of these women within their 

respective rural and urban settings, no doubt, shaped their 

actions in the Escalera rebellions. Antonia’s position as a cook 

gave her virtually unlimited access to the slave owner’s food in 

her preparation of daily meals. Her role on the plantation 

facilitated meetings with fellow slaves for the express purpose 

of killing their master, which made Antonia a vital factor in the 

insurgents’ goal to topple slavery. Witness accounts 

condemning Clotilde simultaneously acknowledged her 

leadership abilities to direct rebels towards which fields and 

structures to burn. Being appointed with the task of 

murdering the overseer’s wife suggests yet another gendered 
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layer to the subversion of power on the plantation, as well as 

a probable antagonistic relationship between the two women. 

As a legally free person and homeowner, Poveda helped 

coordinate small gatherings away from the watchful eye of the 

police, an activity that officials considered highly dangerous. 

Her prominence as a respected midwife only heightened 

authorities’ concerns that Poveda could inflict additional harm 

on white mothers and newborns.44  Regardless of their legal 

standing, all three women drew upon their expertise, 

leadership, and trusted positions in the community to agitate 

forcefully against slavery. 

Antonia, Clotilde, and Poveda received the most severe 

punishments for women charged in the Conspiracy of La 

Escalera:  death, hard labor, and occupational banning, 

respectively. In Antonia’s case, a young slave boy named 

Matias discovered the plan for poisoning and alerted the 

plantation owner before it could be implemented. 

Nevertheless, authorities ruled that Antonia be executed by 

firing squad. They insisted she had willingly accepted the 

poison concocted by her fellow bondsmen “with full 

knowledge of their depraved objective” to have her feed it to 

Domench.45 This treatment, although considered unusually 

harsh for women, was not unprecedented.   

Throughout the first half of the nineteenth century, 

travelers, planters, and colonial authorities in the Americas 

frequently blamed “loyal and dutiful” slaves for poisonings.46 

Pierre Labat, a Frenchman visiting Saint Domingue in the late 

eighteenth century, cautioned that domestic slaves, especially 

women, schemed to kill their owners.47 Planters concurred in 

1791. Several emphasized how a “negro cook,” the rebel 

ringleader on the Desgrieux plantation in the Limbé district, 

escaped capture and joined forces with slaves on neighboring 

estates to spread rebellion.48 For Cuba, records list the 

majority of women involved in the 1812 Aponte rebellion as 

domestics.49 Their duties provided them with direct access to 

the slave owner, as well as potential opportunities for 

introducing toxic substances into household food and 

beverages. In 1822 elites in Martinique held trusted slaves 

responsible for conspiring to poison not only their white 

masters, but also livestock and other bondsmen.50 In the 

broader context of slave poisoning in the Caribbean, Antonia’s 

key part in the plot against her master gave authorities just 

cause for capital punishment.    

Furthermore, Antonia’s actions, albeit thwarted, struck 

at the heart of master-slave relationships. The cook held a 

position of both skill and trust on the plantation. By plotting to 

kill her owner, in alliance with other slaves, Antonia 

undermined power relations at the Buena Esperanza estate 

and throughout the colony. In the context of the Escalera 

rebellions, authorities could not dismiss Antonia’s 

conspiratorial behavior. Rather, they used her to send a 

deadly message that would resonate throughout the enslaved 

population. 
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In addition to execution, judges frequently ordered 

women of African descent to hospitals or workhouses where 

they were compelled to care for the sick and destitute, and 

perform other types of arduous work. Extracting labor from 

convicted criminals, as noted by Ruth Pike in her study of the 

colonial Spanish penal system, emerged as a “guiding 

principle,” both in Spain and in its Caribbean territories, to 

offset persistent labor shortages for state projects.51
 Brazil had 

a similar approach. As insurgencies escalated from the 1830s 

through the 1850s, it was not uncommon for authorities to 

condemn male and female prisoners to perpetual hard labor 

on Fernando de Noronha, an agricultural penal site on an 

archipelago off Brazil’s northeastern coast.52 After Jamaican 

authorities discovered evidence of a conspiratorial plot among 

slaves in 1824, they arrested Mary Ann Reid, the only woman 

among 14 prisoners, with holding unauthorized dances in her 

home. Officials mandated her to complete four months in a 

workhouse.53 Instead of execution, which would have 

deprived slave societies of valuable property and labor, 

officials perpetuated the servitude of black women in colonial 

institutional settings. 

Numerous women reaped this type of punitive 

measure during the Escalera repression. After the Military 

Commission indicted Clotilde for leading an estate rebellion, 

they sentenced her to spend the rest of her life toiling in a 

Cuban hospital.54 Authorities also impugned Rita Dominguez, a 

free woman of color, for shouting in a local store that the 

black population would take over the whites and shoot them. 

For her “vicious conduct,” judges voted unanimously for 

Dominguez to serve one year in the Hospital de Paula in 

Matanzas.55 The alleged actions of Clotilde and Dominguez 

represented the extremes of subversive behavior and 

language. From the perspective of authorities, these acts – 

leading an uprising and making public inflammatory 

comments – could not go unpunished. Moreover, the rulings 

effectively disconnected slave and free women of color from 

networks and allies on the plantation and in the cities.   

Holding secret meetings also reaped reprisal. Targeted 

for hosting conspiratorial gatherings, María del Pilar Poveda 

suffered a double penalty. First, officials forced her to spend a 

year doing hard labor in a Havana hospital, then banned her 

from working as a midwife, one of the few highly skilled 

occupations available to women of African descent. 

Authorities cautioned that Poveda could “abuse her position 

[as a midwife] by harming white women and children” under 

her care. Furthermore, they complained that her “very 

passive” husband could have done little to stop her.56 These 

remarks emphasized both Poveda’s crucial midwifery skills 

and her personal independence. Both of these characteristics 

conflicted with colonial goals to diminish black women’s 

predominance as midwives, and to control their social 

behavior in public and private arenas.57 As such, judges made 

an example out of Poveda. Commission officers forced her to 

serve time in Havana, away from her husband and three 
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children who lived in Matanzas. Furthermore, as a skilled 

midwife, the occupational ban severely disrupted her 

economic livelihood. Overall, colonial Cuban authorities 

sought to diminish Poveda’s social status and discourage other 

free people of color from abusing their skilled positions.58 

Unlike most of the women convicted in connection to 

the Escalera rebellions, however, Poveda used her free status, 

occupational standing, and juridical knowledge to protest the 

employment ban. In 1845, at the end of her term in the 

Havana hospital, she petitioned the colonial Cuban 

government to repeal her job restriction. In it, Poveda 

highlighted how her children and “ailing husband” had 

become destitute without her economic support. Moreover, 

she cited references from her “elite” clients who praised her 

respectable and professional behavior. Noting her time served 

and testimonials from Matanzas, officials reversed Poveda’s 

occupational constraint.59 This turn of events suggests that, 

from the perspective of the colonial state, Poveda’s position 

had shifted from supplementing her husband’s income to one 

in which she became the primary provider for the family. Her 

successful reinstatement as a midwife hinged on her ability to 

produce evidence of past conduct deemed acceptable and 

respectable for women of color – proof that also worked to 

distance her from the original conspiratorial claims. 

Clearly, authorities took seriously women’s ability to 

subvert slavery and the colonial system. By contributing to the 

planning and implementation of uprisings and using violent, 

racially charged language, they undermined gendered 

understandings of colonial behavior, order, and authority. The 

volatile colonial reaction led both men and women to suffer 

similar penalties of hard labor, occupational displacement, 

and death. The main exception in terms of gender involved 

the strictly male overseas imprisonment or banishment from 

Cuba of 435 predominantly free men of color, a punishment 

authorities applied to allegations ranging from using 

subversive language to inciting revolts.60 Although the colonial 

state stopped short of deporting women associated with the 

uprisings, they undoubtedly saw enslaved and free women of 

color as threats to the slave regime. In response, officials 

imposed execution on some women for their conspiratorial 

machinations. Meanwhile, hard labor and employment 

restrictions reduced financial resources and separated 

families. These material and familial losses ensured that the 

African-descended community would spend the coming 

decades struggling to rebuild their social networks and 

economic base, and from the perspective of authorities and 

planters, also make slaves and free people of color less likely 

to foment rebellion in the future. 

 

Confession, Surveillance, and Absolution 

The remaining women implicated in the Conspiracy of 

La Escalera experienced a range of other consequences. 

Judges accused 15 female slaves for their general participation 

in the countryside revolts, although not all would be 
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convicted.61 To preserve property rights, authorities typically 

sent these women back to their owners. For instance, for 

joining in the rebellion on the Buena Esperanza coffee estate 

and neighboring locales, three women, Juana, Polonia, and 

Clara, were returned to their owner, Juan Bautista, and 

sentenced to spend six months in shackles.62 Officials released 

Gertrudis carabalí to the proprietors of the Mercedita sugar 

plantation, where they placed her under surveillance for one 

year.63 Mauricio García, an emancipated former slave who 

purportedly vowed that he wanted to “convert whites into the 

slaves of the race of color,” incriminated eight women in the 

Escalera rebellions.64
 Ultimately, Military Commission officers 

determined García had made numerous false claims against 

these individuals, and decided to postpone a ruling on them 

until they procured corroborating evidence.65 Given that 

authorities remanded García to one of Spain’s North African 

prisons for four years and banished him from Cuba and Puerto 

Rico, it is conceivable that authorities would have also 

relinquished these women to the plantation, put them in 

irons, and called for close vigilance of their activities for 

several months.  

The Military Commission also released thousands. 

Although rulings of absolution brought initial relief, they often 

carried stipulations of close surveillance, sometimes over 

multiple years. With the exception of Poveda, most free 

women of color accused of rebelling received some form of 

conditional pardon, such as Rita Brune, Antonia Cerero, and 

Antonia Maria Peñaranda. Officials released these women, but 

placed them under scrutiny for four, two, and one year, 

respectively.66 Although the judges charged Simona, a slave 

owned by José Govin, with attempting to provoke rebellion 

among many of the region’s powerful plantations, they 

absolved her with conditions for two reasons. First, she was 

one of 25 witnesses who testified that José Marrá Mondéjar 

led the organized revolt in the Sabanilla and Alacranes 

districts. Second, Mondéjar himself confessed that he had 

seduced Simona to gain access to Govin’s home and kill him.67 

Authorities also planned to subject Isabel Hernández, 

suspected of attending suspicious meetings, to two months in 

public works and two years of surveillance – once they found 

her; she had managed to escape custody.68 Others managed 

to avoid restrictions. Judges completely absolved seven 

women of color. Initially targeted for taking part in uprisings 

on at least eleven sugar plantations, slaves Matilde Peñalver 

and Ines Garro secured their unconditional release.69
  In 

addition, five free women of color also obtained full pardons. 

The Commission released Bárbara Gonzalez, Maria Jacinta 

Mendez, Margarita Capote, and Magarita Villavicencio with 

court fees that had been deemed mandatory for free people 

of color at the start of the sessions.70   

Finally, despite validating their innocence, a few 

women found themselves in yet another precarious situation. 

For instance, when authorities could not produce any 

testimonies against Juana Carabalí Tosca, a free woman of 
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color, they released her to care for her three young children. 

Just as she embraced her freedom, she discovered her 

enslaved husband, Pablo Gangá Tosca, had been found guilty 

of spreading the “malignant and destructive idea of rebellion.” 

In fact, Pablo Gangá had been implicated in an 1825 revolt and 

narrowly escaped death because he saved the life of his 

owner’s wife. The Commission however, seemed determined 

to inflict a belated indictment 19 years later. They sentenced 

him to execution by firing squad and then to have his head 

mounted on a stick on the main road leading to the San 

Márcos sugar plantation near Cárdenas. The gory symbol 

would serve as a menacing omen for slaves in the area.71 In 

the ongoing context of brutality, the women absolved of their 

involvement in the rebellions could be considered among the 

fortunate. They had been declared innocent and would live 

another day, although under the continuing system of 

enslavement.  

What resonates among the punishments is the colonial 

state’s use of servile labor to castigate women. With the 

exception of Antonia, most women were either returned to 

slavery or mandated to spend anywhere from a year to a 

lifetime serving in a disease-infested hospital away from their 

families. Clotilde’s life term and Juana, Polonia, and Clara’s 

shared half year in chains became sharp examples for other 

bondswomen. Coerced testimony against them sealed their 

fate back into slavery, making it virtually impossible to secure 

legal freedom. As for those who were released, given the 

sheer numbers arrested and their extended imprisonment 

prior to the Military Commission trials, absolution would have 

been a welcomed respite for many. The surveillance condition, 

which seemed to be readily applied to women accused of 

unsubstantiated seditious behavior, formed part of a larger 

policy authorities and planters sought to enforce after 1844. 

Fearful of renewed dissidence, the Leopoldo O’Donnell 

administration specifically revised Cuba’s slave codes to 

restrict the movements of free people of color and their 

interaction with the slave population.72 Whether enslaved or 

free, the alleged crimes of the women discussed in this article 

help elucidate the many ways in which black women took part 

directly in uprisings as instigators, facilitators, and insurgents. 

Moreover, the efforts to restrict these women’s social 

networks and economic outlets reveal the danger they posed 

to colonial society and slavery. 

Conclusion 

This examination of enslaved and free black women’s 

strategies of resistance to Cuba’s slave system through direct 

involvement in the rebellions helps us understand the nuances 

of gender and rebellion in two important ways. First, it 

highlights the significance of women’s collaboration in 

organizing the revolts and eliminating plantation authority 

figures. Cooks, who had access to the master’s dwelling, could 

prove particularly threatening. Field slaves, resigned to daily 

toil and abuse, gave them common cause with their male 

counterparts to topple slavery. The exploitation these women 
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suffered cemented their positions at the forefront of 

resistance efforts. From the accusations assembled from the 

Military Commission records, it is clear that enslaved women 

had the ability and community support to express their 

frustration in deadly ways.   

In addition, free women of color in the cities also 

undermined the colonial social order. Unlike white elite and 

middle status women, free black women had virtually 

unrestricted access to the public space of Cuban streets. As 

midwives, laundresses, seamstresses, and market vendors, 

they could discreetly pass on messages and information. 

Those who owned modest homes or operated taverns could 

facilitate small gatherings away from the watchful eye of local 

authorities. Furthermore, it is not surprising that some women 

resisted the ensuing government restrictions. Women, like 

Poveda, used their knowledge of the colonial legal system to 

seek retribution for their losses. 

Second, analyzing women rebels also unites seemingly 

disparate streams of rural and urban revolt and resistance. 

According to officials, the Escalera uprisings, ignited in the 

heavy slave provinces of western Cuba, comprised a “vast 

conspiracy that tried to raise a black rebellion” across the 

island.73 The networks established by workers in the 

countryside and in the cities revealed repeated attempts to 

erode and dismantle slavery throughout the nineteenth 

century. In the process, black women, whether enslaved or 

free, engaged actively in subverting Cuba’s slave system. Akin 

to Aisha Finch’s trope of the “repeating rebellion,” the dozens 

of women discussed in this essay, especially Antonia, Clotilda, 

and María del Pilar Poveda, embody a repeating resilience in 

their opposition to slavery that offers a more accurate 

articulation of female agency within the landscape of slave 

rebellion.   

As women of African descent negotiated the ensuing 

repression of the Conspiracy of La Escalera, their 

understanding of armed revolt as a means to full freedom 

would prove instrumental in the battle to end slavery and 

colonialism in Cuba in the second half of the nineteenth-

century. The Escalera era (1844-1857) produced an intense 

period of prohibitive legislation. The restrictions sought to 

curtail social movement and economic opportunities for 

enslaved and free people of color, expel foreign-born free 

blacks, coerce hundreds of Cubans of color to emigrate to 

Mexico, the U.S., and parts of the Caribbean, and displace the 

African descended population in favor of European 

immigrants and Chinese contract workers.74 The legacy of this 

period would fuel the mass participation of people of color in 

Cuba’s Ten Year’s War, for sovereignty and the abolition of 

slavery, and the War for Independence, setting the stage for 

women such as Mariana Grajales Cuello (the mother of 

Antonio Maceo), María Cabrales (Maceo’s wife), and hundreds 

of other women of African descent to continue their legacy as 

formidable rebels in Cuba’s struggle for freedom and 

independence.  
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